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As June drew to a close and July got underway, quite a bit of attention was focused out west. A flurry of record or near record
high temperatures in Las Vegas, Death Valley and elsewhere in the
western states occurred due to a stalled high-pressure system in
an area that is already normally hot and dry.
Fortunately, we are on the cool side of that system, with relatively
pleasant temperatures, occasional showers and the intermittent
downpours. Rainfall in June was typical for summer: Spotty. Over
small distances, total rainfall for the month could vary by as much
as 100 percent.
At the Huntsville NWS airport, for instance, total rainfall for the
month was only 2.21 inches. At my house, about 12 miles away,
I saw 4.96 inches. That’s just the nature of pop-up storms. I might get four or five inches in an afternoon and watch my yard wash down the street, while someone a few blocks away gets nothing.
Often in summer, the upper air steering winds are simply stagnant, so storms grow and die without
moving much.
Some of the data collected by CoCoRaHS volunteers in June backs that up. For instance, three gauges in Auburn reported 4.66, 4.69 and 6.04 inches, while a rain gauge in Tuskegee got 9.05. Volunteers
in Pelham and Bessemer reported 4.33 and 4.63 inches in rain in June, while volunteers in Trussville
saw 8.91, 9.1, 11.16 and 11.72 inches!
But my favorite example from June was three volunteers in and around Wetumpka. The three Wetumpka stations saw 4.38 inches in 30 reports, 8.12 inches in 30 reports, and 12.29 inches in eleven
reports (evidently this last volunteer reported only when it rained – which reminds me to remind our
CoCoRaHS volunteers to always file a report even if the total is zero!)
We are half way through the year now, and our 6-month rainfall totals around the state also reflect
a wide range of reports. Anniston is 12.61 inches ahead of normal for the first six months of 2013,
while Dothan is 10.48 inches below normal.
Cities around the state and their six-month rainfall totals — from wettest to driest — include:
Anniston
Birmingham
Shelby Co. AP
Huntsville

39.62” +12.61
39.17” +10.82
33.70” +5.24
31.33” +2.67

Montgomery
Troy
Muscle Shoals
Mobile
Tuscaloosa
Dothan

29.56” +2.05
29.11” +1.45
29.24” +0.98
32.65” -0.30
27.64” -0.53
17.48” -10.48

If you look at the actual rainfall amounts, that means there has been over 22” difference between the amount of rain that fell on Anniston and Dothan from January through June. Perhaps more surprising, there has been an 11.6” difference between Troy and Dothan, which
are only 56 miles apart. By the end of the year, we shall see if Mother Nature balances these
differences out.
- John Christy
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